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CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND 
Cumberland Unit District No. 77 was organized as a unit 
in 1948. It consolidated the Toledo school system and the 
Greenup school system into one unit. The area of the district 
is one hundred and eight-five square miles. The assessed evalu­
ation is nearly nineteen million dollars. This district encom­
passes approximately two-thirds of Cumberland County. The dis­
trict is joined by the Neoga school system on the west, Charleston 
on the north, Casey on the east, Teutopolis and Newton on the 
south. 
Two separate high schools were maintained during the 1948 
school year. In 1949, students and teachers were assigned to 
classes in both Toledo and Greenup centers. Students and teachers 
were transported by school bus from the Toledo high school center 
to the Greenup high school center, and from the Greenup high school 
center to the Toledo high school center. Bus transfers were made 
before the start of the school day, mid-morning, noon, and mid­
afternoon. This personnel transfer ma.de it possible to have one 
administration instead of two, broadened the curriculum, and gave 
a feeling of one school instead of two high schools. 
In 1950, construction was started on a new high school located 
on the northeast portion of a forty-acre site approximately halfway 
between Greenup and Toledo on Highway 121. 
In 1950-51, classes of a few departments were held in make­
shift classrooms. In 1952 , construction of the school was completed 
and ready for complete occupancy. 
The Business Education Department is a two-teacher department. 
For the past twelve years, the curriculum of the business depart­
ment has changed very little. Courses offered are general business, 
bookkeeping, beginning and advanced shorthand, beginning" and advanced 
typewriting--all forty minute periods of instruction. 
Changes in the curriculum are as follows: (1) in 1956, the 
title "office practice11 was changed to "advanced typewriting"; (2) 
distributive education and record keeping were dropped from the cur­
riculum; (3) in 1959-60, office practice was offered the second 
semester of t he advanced typewriting class; (4) 1960-61, an additional 
period was assigned to advanced typewriting for office practice. 
The two rooms devoted to the Business Education Department are 
located in the left wing of the building. The typing room was 
designed to serve a distributive education class. The adjoining room 
is used for the general business, bookkeeping, shorthand, and office 
practice classes. 
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Office Practice in the Business Curriculum at Cumberland 
Prior to 1956, credit was given students enrolled in the subject 
of "office practice." At the start of the school year 1956-57, the 
title "office practice11 was changed in the curriculum to "advanced 
typewriting." Since the equipment was obsolete, instruction was 
limited to the skill subject, advanced typewriting. 
During the second semester of the 1959-60 school year, fifteen 
students were enrolled in the advanced typewriting class. The 
rotation plan of instruction was used on the following machines: 
Marchant semi-automatic calculator, Victor ten-key automatic adding 
and listing machine, A. B. Dick electric mimeograph duplicator, Royal 
electric typewriter, Teletrainer, Victor full-keyboard manual adding 
machine, Print-o-matic duplicator, Ditto duplicator, and twenty­
three manual typewriters. 
Administrative Plans for the School Year 1960-61 
Twenty-seven students have pre-registered for the cmirse during 
1960-61, thus making it necessary to close the class to other inter­
ested students for lack of space and typewriters. The title of the 
subject will remain "advanced typewriting," but an additional period 
of instruction will be devoted to office machines and procedures 
with one unit of credit given for the two periods of instruction. 
All work will be done in class under the supervision of the teacher, 
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and will resemble as nearly as possible, actual office situations. 
Work stations will be located in the two rooms, since neither room 
is large enough to house all the work stations. 
Table I gives the physical layout and facilities of the 
Business Education Department. 
TABLF. I 
SKETCH OF THE B1JSTh1ESS DEPARTMENT, CUMBER.LP.ND HIGH SCHOOL 
General 
Classroom 
I t 
I ' 
D 
. 
. . 
Typing Room 
Table I shows that the entire north wall of botb. rooms is 
window space. The room dimensions are the same: 26' X 201• 
Counters 2-ft feet wide and 30 inches hie;h are attached to 
three walls of the typing room. A large, three-section chalk-
board is above the counter and attached to the east wall of the 
room. One teacher's desk, one demonstration stand, twenty-three 
typing stations equipped with Royal pica and elite typewriters, 
and two electric outlets are available for the typewriti�g and 
office practice classes. 
Twenty-seven desk chairs are located in the general class­
room. In the rear of the room is located a filing cabinet and 
the following office practice stations: electric typewriter, 
Stenorette, adding machines, mimeoscope, and the mimeoeraph dupli­
cator. Four larre sectLors of chalkboard are located in the front 
of the room, and a large bulletin board is attached to the south 
wall. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PROBLEM 
For the past several years there has been much confusion 
regardi-1"-e the term "office practice." In subjects such as type-
writing, shorthand, or general husiness, the content of the course 
has been clearly defined and the subject-l!'.atter usually is similar 
whether the course is taught in a large city school or in a small 
rural comurunity. But this is not true with office practice. There 
is no subject in the high school curriculum about which there is a 
greater diversity of opinion regarding the content of the course, 
the plan of teaching, the equipment to be used, the amount of time 
to be allotted to this subject, and even its name than the subject 
most commonly entitled "office practice.nl 
As a result of this difference in opinions, the course con-
tent is varied, objectives are not always the same, and the equip-
ment and supplies which the students and teachers use are not neces-
sarily the same in different schools. 
l. Douglas, IJ.oyd v., Blanford, James T., and Anderson, Ruth I., 
Teaching Business Subjects, (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall Inc., 
1958), P• 263. 
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Furthermore, the type of community, the character of the school, 
the job opportunities available to graduates, the availability of 
other vocational training courses--all these factors affect the 
objectives and the content of the office practice course. 
The problem facing office practice teachers is to determine 
what these needs of the students are. Business teachers, particu­
larly teachers of office practice, cannot perform intelligently 
their functions without accurate, up-to-date information regarding 
the requirements of the jobs for which they prepare prospective 
personnel. Not only must the teacher know these requirements, but 
he must successfully teach these job requirements to students who 
aim to fill these positions. 
During the school year 1959-60, one semester of instruction was 
devoted to office practice in the advanced typewriting class. Instruc­
tion included filing, duplicating, electric typewriter, Teletrainer� 
Stenorette, semi-automatic calculator, and the ten-key automatic 
adding and listing machine. This was the first instruction offered 
in office practice, as such, since 1956. 
The problem, therefore, is to determine the content of the 
course in office practice for the Business Education Department at 
Cumberland High School, with respect to (1) the equipment to be used, 
and (2) the activities to be involved in this class. 
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The questionnaire method was used to obtain the information for 
this paper. On the one hand, questionnaires were sent to employers 
in the area served by the school to determine the needs of these 
employers with respect to machine skills and clerical skills of begin­
ning employees, and, on the other hand, a survey of the graduate 
and non-graduate office employees of the area was made to determine 
the needs of the graduates of the business department with respect 
to the skills and abilities expected of them on their initial job 
assignments. The follow-up survey was conducted among the graduates 
of the years 1956, 1957, 1958, and 1959. 
From the survey of the needs of the businessmen in the area, 
the follow-up survey of the needs of the graduates over a four-
year period, and the survey of the office employees, it was antici­
pated that the following infonnation would be obtained: (1) office 
equipment and procedures used in the area, (2) weaknesses of the 
employees, (3) necessary skills for employment, and (4) skills which 
should be included in an office practice course that will meet best 
the needs �f the students enrolled in the present class. 
Subsequent sections of this paper will be devoted to an analysis 
and evaluation of the factors revealed by the surveys, and con­
clusions and reconunendations for the proposed course will be set 
forth. 
CHAPTER III 
DEFINITION OF OFFICE PRACTICE 
Course titles classified within the broad area of office 
1 
practice are as follows: 
(1) Clerical practice or clerical office practice: 
Introduced into the high school curriculum to meet the 
needs of the high school students interested in office work 
but who lack either the interest or the capacities for 
stenographic and bookkeeping work. 
(2) Secretarial office practice, or secretarial practice: 
Actually the course should be called "stenographic practice,h 
or "stenographic office practice.11 The course is designed 
for stenographic majorsJ shorthand and typewriting are pre­
requisites. The course is primarily intended to develop 
further accuracy in transcription. Units in other areas such 
as transcription, filing, and duplicating may or may not be 
included. 
(3) Secretarial office practip�, or secretarial practice1 
usually includes the elements found in stenographic office 
practice plus thorough training in top-level secretarial 
duties such as composition of letters. This term should 
be restricted to courses offered on the college level. 
(4) Office machines: Includes the instruction on such 
machines as the .f'ull-keyboard adding machine, the ten-key 
adding machine, the key-driven calculator, etc. 
(5) Office procedurest A program designed for the 
training of students in office routines, operations, pro­
cedures, and responsibilities. 
1. �·' pp. 263-266. 
Office practice, as the term implies in this paper, is 
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an a ttempt to bridge the gap between the school and the office. 
It ia a general course for all business students without dis­
tinguishing between secretarial and non-secretarial students. It 
covers the information, procedures, and machines with which all 
office workers need to have a familiarity before accepting an 
office position. It ties together and integrates on a vocational 
level the knowledge and skills gained in other business courses 
and introduces certain new related subject matter which will make 
a more competent and more highly in.formed office worker. 
CHAPTER IV 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON THE SUBJECT, OFFICE PRACTICE 
The traditional skill subjects serve a vital purpose in 
business traini.ng--they provide the foundation on which occu-
pational competency can be built. Employability, however, 
involves much more than skill. It requires the ability to 
apply the skills to practical situations, together with back-
ground ini'ormation, good working habits, proper attitudes, and 
acceptable personality traits. 
A course in office practice provides the setting for 
integration of the basic skills. Students are afforded the 
opportunity to apply what they have learned to realistic 
1 business problems. 
Factors !2, � Considered Ea Planning !!! Office Practice Course 
The course planner must take into consideration what the 
community expects of the beginning worker. Local employers, for 
instance, might expect most clerical workers to know something 
about filing, but more careful study might reveal that only a 
bare knowledge of the basic principles of alphabetic filing is 
1. Archer, Dr. Fred c., 11The Office Practice Course," 
Business Teacher, April, 1957, p. 8. 
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expected. The length of time spent on each unit should be deter-
mined by the degree of skill expected of these students when seeking 
employment. 
Course Objectives 
The teacher must assume final responsibility for the objec-
tives of the course. The office practice objectives should be 
based on the needs of the students, and the needs of the employers. 
The teacher should be able to answer satisfactorily such questions 
as the following: 
(1) What degree of skill is required; should the student 
become proficient on one machine, or should he have an 
acquaintanceship with several machines? 
(2) Should the course supplement other business courses, 
or should it be a major class in itself? 
(3) Should the course have prerequisites, or should it 
be opened to all who might henefit to some extent from it? 
(4) Does the course serve the needs of the community and 
the surrounding area? 
(5) Should emphasis be on the developing of skills and 
techniques other than those connected with office machines. 
Selection £!. Office Equipment 
Modern office machines of the type found in the area are very 
important if the students are to develop usable skills from the 
office procedures taught in office practice class. The number and 
types or machines to be utilized for instructional purposes depend 
on such factors as the .funds available, space and class time avail-
able, the size of the class, local business practices, employer 
preferences, and the course objectives. 
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Office ma.chines are comparatively expensive; but they appear 
to last a relatively long time. Most machines give excellent service 
for many years with very little repair work needed. 
In purchasing the machines, it is well to select well-known 
brands and to buy the best that the school can afford. Rental and 
tir.J.e contracts can sometimes be used to advantage to alleviate the 
financial strain on the school's budget. 
Business Education, by the very nature of its program, requires 
the use of adequate facilities and equipment in order that the objec-
tives of business education may be achieved. The first, and perhaps 
the foremost, objective of business education--vocational compe-
tency--can be achieved only if business students are trained on 
equipment that is at least on a par with equipment used in the 
employment area that the school strives to serve.
1 
If the department of business education actually is to attain 
a position of leadership in the employment area, the facilities and 
equi:oment of the department should be more scientifically selected, 
more efficient, and more up-to-date than the facilities and equip-
ment in use in the local and neighboring business firms. The employer 
or the office manager should be able to turn with complete con-
fidence to the business department of the high school in his com-
munity when he needs help in selecting a duplicating machine, a 
1. National Business Teachers Association and the Eastern 
Commercial Teachers Association, !mprovement £!. Business Education 
Practices, American Business Education Yearbook, Volume VIII, 
(Somerville, New Jersey: The Associations, 1951), p. 279. 
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system of filing, or a machine transcription unit. And if the 
department is to maintain this position of leadership, the business 
department personnel must do far more than merely read the current 
literature available in the field of business education. They must 
conduct follow-up studies to determine the skills and knowledges 
considered most valuable by their recent graduates; they must make 
surveys of the facilities and equipment actually in use in their 
1 area. 
The f ollo'Wing factors should be considered in the selection of 
equipment:2 
(1) The equipment should further the aims of business 
education in the school. 
(2) The equipment should fill the curriculum needs of 
the school. 
( 3) The equipment should be of a type used in the 
community. 
(4) The equipment should require skill in its operations. 
(5) The equipment should be modern. 
S'oace Available 
If the office practice course is justified �s an attempt to 
approximate business conditions in t he classroom, then the design 
of the office practice room should parallel the current business 
practice in space allowance and layout. Generous planning is 
necessary in order to have space available for necessary future 
1. �· 
2. �., P• 291. 
1.5 
additions. The classroom that starts in a closet-size space will 
never be adequate, and nothing can ever be done to correct the 
original mistake until the school building is torn down.1 
Class Ti..�e Available 
� � 
����-
The office practice class can well justify a time allowance 
of an hour a day for a whole year. This means a schedule of 180 
hours gross or about 160 actual class meeting hours. It is advan-
tageous to schedule work assignments in cycles or units of one week 
or five h011rs. Many office practice programs start on a one-
Gemester basis and are then expanded as the teacher becomes more 
confident and as extra equipment becomes available.2 
The Size of the Class 
A classroom for half a dozen students would require fewer 
machines and appliances than a classroom designed for 30 work 
stations. Course planners should attempt to make an accurate long-
range estimate of the probable class size. Otherwise, the equip-
ment selection may not off er properly balanced experience when the 
enrollment increases. The office practice class cannot be expanded 
on short notice, because work stations without equipment are 
useless. 
1. Archer, lac. cit. 
2. Archer, loc. cit. 
3. Archer, loc. cit. 
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Units of Instruction 
--------
Appropriate drills should be given to the students who have 
not had previous practice on the electric typewriter. Students 
should not be expected to 9roduce acceptable copy until they have 
had an opportunity to become familiar with the touch and operations 
of the machine. If there are but a few electric typewriters avail-
able to the class, the teacher may wish to reserve these machines 
primarily for the typing of stencils, masters, and special assign-
ments. 
Although JnUltilithing is continuing to gain popularity with 
businessmen , most schools are equipped to teach only stencil and 
direct-process duplicating. 
The jobs assigned in the duplicating unit should gradually 
lncrease in difficulty and should consist of material that will be 
used by the classes or other departments within the school. Jobs 
should be included in this order: (1) straight typing, (2) use or 
the mimeoscope--preparing invoices, statements, and payroll forms, 
(3) typing of a statistical report or financial statement, (4) at 
least one typing of a stencil for a program, (5) advanced assignments--
post cards and color work. 
Many schools believe that the business students should receive 
instruction in the following basic office machines : full-keyboard 
adding machine, calculator, and ten-key adding machine. 
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Fifty per cent of' the figure work in an office is made up 
of operations involving addition; about 40 per cent, of nmlti­
plication; and only 5 per cent, of subtraction; and 5 per cent, 
of divisions. Therefore it is reasonably safe to conclude that 
the ability to perform relatively simple operations on these basic 
ma.chines is all that is necessary in most positions.1 
The best typist should be assigned to the machine transcrip-
tion unit early in the semester. A job sheet should be prepared 
instructing the student in the operation of the machine and the 
correct transcription techniques. The student must be taught to 
listen to one group of words while typing another. The student 
should decrease the length of the listening periods until he is 
able to keep the carriage of his typewriter moving smoothly. 
If time is limited, the alphabetic and numeric systems of 
filing should be taught in preference to other methods. The follow­
ing should be included in the unit: (1) basic filing rules; 
numeric and alphabetic; (2) sorting materials properly for filing; 
(3) coding and indexing; (4) proper methods for charging out 
materials; (5) following up the materials; (6) cross referencing; 
(7) typing of file lables, preparation of folders and guides; (8) 
emphasis on the finding o:r materials as well as filing.
2 
1. Douglas, 12£• �·, P• 293 
2. Douglas, 12.£• �., pp. 295-297 
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Additional units which should be included in the instructional 
unit are (1) handling both incoming and outgoing mail; {2) writing 
and sending telegrams; (3) working under pressure; (4) handling 
shipments; (5) typing legal work; (6) getting along with others; 
(7) using the telephone; (8) handling callers; (9) systematizing 
work; and (10) banking transactions. 
SUMMARY 
In order to work out an adequate rotation plan for a class 
of, say, 27 students, the following equipment should be available: 
6 filing units; 3 key-drive.n calculators; 3 rotary calculators; 
3 ten-key adding machines; 3 f'ul.1-keyboard adding machines; 3 
transcribing units; 2 stencil duplicators; l S'Pirit duplicator; 
and 3 electric typewriters. 
A typical schedule for a full-year office practice course 
is based on a 50-50 split between the actual laboratory experience 
and subject matter, with 90 hours given over to each .2 
The minimum time devoted to office machines appears to be 
the following: (1) adding machines .. -10-20 hours; (2) duplicating--
10-20 hours; (3) rotary calculators--20 hours; and (4) typewriter--
20 hours. 
1. 110ffice-Practice Equipment: Build It Up By Corners," 
Business Education World, November 1958, pp. 25-26. 
CHAPTER V 
THE SURVEY 
Before the survey could be started, several problems had to 
be resolved. In the employers' survey one of the big problems was 
to determine the area served by the school. It was decided that 
since the majority of the students seek employment in the nearby 
cities, the P,mployers would be contacted in the surrounding cities: 
Mattoon, Tuscola, Charleston, Effingham, Shelbyville, Casey, Paris, 
Marshall, Westfield, Neoga, Toledo, and Greenup. 
To whom should the employer questionnaire be sent? With the 
assistance of the Illinois State Employment Office, Mattoon, Illinois, 
and the telephone directories of the cities listed here, a list of 
offices was compiled--offices that employed anywhere from one to 
one hundred and twenty-five persons. 
As many different types of businesses as possible were in­
cluded in the survey. Included in the survey were: a hospital, 
loan associations, law firms, a medical clinic, banks, a radio 
station, department stores, shoe companies, a foods company, 
bakeries, chemical companies, a garment company, a publishing house, 
a clothing store, a furniture company, and insurance offices. 
20 
Prior to the mailing of the qu.estionnaires to the employers, 
visits were made to four employers• businesses. The purpose of 
the visits was to determine if the employers would have difficulty 
in interpreting the questionnaire. It was also worthWhile in that 
office situations could be observed. 
In a few cases personal interviews were conducted with gradu­
ates. The purpoee of the personal interviews was to determine, 
prior to the mailing, if the questionnaire contained any misleading 
questions. 
To what graduates should the questionnaires be sent? Since the 
content of office practice must be kept up-to-date, it seemed best 
to send questionnaires to the graduates of the classess 1956, 1957, 
1958, and 1959. It was believed that the needs of these graduates 
were comparable to the needs of the students enrolled in the off ice 
practice class. 
S:L.�ce a rather limited number of graduates are employed in 
the offices, questionnaires were sent also to a number of non­
graduate office employees in the area served by the school. Here, 
again, was the problem of determining to whom the questionnaires 
would be sent. A list of employers who would most likely permit 
their office personnel to complete the questionnaire was caref'ully 
selected. The questionnaire was included in the envelope with the 
employer questionnaire. 
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The list of addresses of the graduates was compiled with the 
aid of the permanent records in the High School Principal's office. 
For a few addresses, it was necessary to make inquiry from high 
school students and people directly connected with these graduates. 
In a few cases it was necessary for the parents of the graduates 
receiving questionnaires to forward the letters to the correct 
addresses. 
The method of obtaining the addresses for mailing to graduates 
seemed to be adequate. All but three of them returned the question­
naires, and only five of the non-graduate office personnel failed 
to return their questionnaires. 
Seventy-five questionnaires were sent to the employers of 
various businesses. Fifty employers, or 66 2/3 per cent, returned 
the questionnaires. Three of the employers did not complete the 
questionnaires since they did not employ anyone. Forty-seven 
employers returned the questionnaires with the necessary information. 
Thus, 66 2/3 per cent of the questionnaires were returned, but only 
63 per cent were usable in the survey. 
Thirty questionnaires were mailed to graduates. Of these thirty 
questionnaires, twenty-seven, or 90 per cent, were returned promptly. 
Forty-two questionnaires were mailed to the non-graduate office 
employees of forty-two employers. Of the forty-two receiving the 
questionnaires, thirty-seven responded. In other words, 88 per cent 
of the questionnaires mailed to the non-graduate office employees 
were returned with adequate information for the survey. 
CHAPTER VI 
FINDINGS 
In this chapter the results of the survey will be analyzed 
to reveal the office equipment and procedures used by businesses 
in the area served by the school, the skills necessary for initial 
employment, the serious and common weaknesses of the employees, 
and the major criticisms of the employees by their employers with 
regard to office skills, traits, and office procedures. 
In addition, the information obtained from the questionnaires 
mailed to the graduate and non-graduate office employees will be 
analyzed to establish the positions held by graduate and non­
graduate office employees, the office skills most frequently used, 
the abilities needed at the time of employment, and the skills 
which these individuals reel should be included in an office practice 
class. 
Question one in Part I or the employer questionnaire is asked 
in order to determine the weaknesses of the beginning office employees, 
in regard to office practices, skills, and character traits of the 
employees. 
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Serious Weaknesses of the Employees 
Employers reported spelling as the most serious weak-
ness of the office employees. Table II shows that thirteen 
employers, or 27.6 per cent of the employers, designated spell­
ing as the most serious weakness. The inability to take short­
hand follows closely behind spelling, second in rank, with a 
total of 19.l per cent of the employers designating this weak-
ness. 
The inability to compose letters ranks third, with a total 
of 14.8 per cent of the employers reporting it as the most seri­
ous weakness. Then, in order of reported frequency, are: arith­
metic, with 12.7 per cent reporting it as the most serious weak­
ness; penmanship, with 12.7 per cent; carelessness, with 10.6 per 
cent; initiative, with 10.6 per cent; concentration, with 8.5 per 
cent; lack of experience, with 8.5 per cent; judgment, with 8.5 
per cent; punctuation, with 8.5 per cent; interest in work, 
6.3 per cent; office etiquette, 6.3 per cent; resourcetulness, 
6.3 per cent; responsibility, 6.3 per cent; dependability, 4.2 
per cent; and marriage; 2.1 per cent. 
Table II shows the serious weaknesses reported by forty­
seven employers. 
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TABLE II 
SERIOUS WEAKNESSES REPORTED BY FORTY-SEVEN EMPLOYERS 
Serious Weaknesses Per Cent 
Checked by the Number of of 
Employers Employers Employers 
Spelling 13 27.6 
La.ck of Shorthand 9 19.1 
Composing Letters 7 14.8 
Arithmetic 6 12.7  
Penmanship 6 12.7 
Carelessness s 10.6 
Initiative 5 10.6 
Concentration 4 8.5 
Lack of Experience 4 a.s 
Judgment 4 8.5 
Punctuation 4 8.5 
Interest in Work 3 6.3 
Office Etiquette 3 6.3 
Resourcefulness 3 6.3 
Responsibility 3 6. 3  
Dependability 2 4.2 
Marriage l 2.1 
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Common Wealmesses of the Employees 
The same list of traits, skills, and procedures used to obtain 
serious weaknesses was used to obtain the common weaknesses of the 
office employees. 
Table III shows that eighteen, or 38. 2  per cent, of the 
employers designated composing letters as the most common weak­
ness. Seventeen, or 36.1 per cent, of the employers designated 
arithmetic as the most common weakness. Seventeen, or 36.1  per 
cent, of the employers designated carelessness. Then, in order 
of reported frequency, are: responsibility, with 34 per cent; 
experience, with 31.9 per cent; initiative, with 31.9 per cent; 
spelling, with 31.9 per cent; and concentration, with 29.7 per 
cent. 
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Table III shows the conunon weaknesses noted by forty� 
seven employers. 
TABLE III 
COMMON WEAKNESSES NOTED BY FORTY-SEVEN EMPLOYERS 
Common Wea.'lalesses Per Cent 
Checked Number of of 
by the EmployeTs Employers Employers 
Composing Letters 18 38.2 
Arithmetic 17 36.J 
Carelessness 17 36.1 
Resnonsibility 16 34. 
Experience 15 31.9 
Inltiative 15 31.9 
Spelling 15 31.9 
Concentration 14 29.7 
Office Etiquette 14 29.7 
Punctuation 1.3 27.6 
Shorthand 11 23 .h 
Marriage 11 23.!i 
Resourcefulness 9 19.1 
Judgment 9 19.1 
Interest in Work 9 19.1 
Dependability 8 17. 
Penmanship 8 17. 
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Skills Desired for Initial EmploJnnent 
The second question asked of the employer was, "What are 
the necessary skills required for initial employment with your 
orr;anization?11 
Bookkeeping and arithJ!letic fundamentals, dictation and tran­
scription, typing office forms, and the use of the various adding 
machines are the skills most desired for initial employment among 
the employers answering the questionnaire. 
Table IV shows that 18, or 38.2 per cent, of the employers 
considered bookkeeping and arithmetic fundamentals as t he most 
illlportant skill needed for initial employment. Four, or 8.5 per 
cent, of the employers considered it as the second most important 
skill, and six, or 12 .7 per cent, of the employers considered it 
as the third most important skill. 
Eleven, or 23.u per cent, of the employers considered dic­
ta.tion and transcription as the most important skill needed .for 
initial employment. Seven, or 14.8 per cent, of the employers 
considered it as the second most important skill, and seven, or 
lh.8 per cent, of the employers considered it as the third most 
iroportant skill. 
Seven, or 14.8 per cent, of the employers considered typing 
office forms as the most important skill needed for initial 
employment. Ten, or 21. 2  per cent, of the employers considered 
it as the second most i.I!Iportant skill. 
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Following the ability to type office forms, in the order of 
the frequency reported, are: the ability to use various adding 
machines, using the telephone, fi ling, and receptionist. 
Skills and chara.cter traits which a few of the employers con­
sidered more important are: payroll computation, typing with 
emphasis on speed and accuracy, ability to work with people, 
character and personality, intelligence and motivation, ability to 
meet people, and the ability to keep business confidential. 
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Table IV shows the skills desired for initial employment 
by the forty-seven errployers. 
TABLE IV 
SKILLS DESIRED FOR INITIAL EMPLOYMENT 
Order of Importance Skills Desired for 
Initial Employment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Bookkeeping and Arithmetic 
Fundamentals •••••••••••••••••••••• 18 4 
Dictation and Transcription ••••••••• 11 7 
Typing Office Forms••••••••••••••••• 7 10 
Use of Various Adding 
Machines •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 7 
Use of the Telephone •••••••••••••••• 7 
Filing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 
Receptionist •••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 
Skills Added El !5>loyers 
Payroll Computation ••••••••••••••••• l 
Typing with Emphasis on 
Speed and Accuracy •••••••••••••••• l 
Ability to Work 
with People ••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
Character and Personality ••••••••••• l 
Intelligence and Motivation ••••••••• l 
Ability to Meet People •••••••••••••• l 
Ability to Keep Business 
Confidential •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
7 
6 
5 
6 
6 1 1 
7 2 1 3 
3 2 3 1 
6 3 1 l 2 
7 6 1 2 1 1 
6 2 4 1 3 
4 1 2 2 2 
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Criticisms of the Employers 
The third question of the employer questionnaire was, 
"What is your main criticism from the standpoint of business know-
ledge and skills?" 
The majority of the employers, 58 per cent, were satisfied 
with the skills of their employees. Twenty, or 42 per cent, of 
the employers made comments on the lmowledge and skills of their 
employees. 
The following paragraphs are direct quotations from the 
questionnaires; numbers in brackets at the end of the paragraphs 
indicate the number of people employed in the particular office 
from which the comment came. 
* * * 
Weakness in spelling, punctuation, and fractions. (2) 
* * * 
Spelling is poor, usage of words, and punctuation. 
They are very poor letter writers. (12)  
* * * 
Lack of ability to spell and failure of new employees 
to co-operate and recognize their responsibility to their 
employer. (7) 
* * * 
Typing is too slow and too many errors. They have 
difficulty in transcribing shorthand notes, spelling and 
granma.r is poor, and lack the ability to use the calcu­
lator. (8) 
* * * 
* * * 
Too slow due to age. (3) 
* * * 
La.ck of business etiquette. (7) 
* * * 
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The inability to keep busy when there is nothing that 
needs immediate attention. (2) 
* * * 
Lack of formal training. (4) 
* * * 
La.ck of experience in dealing with people and meeting 
the public. ( 2 ) 
* * * 
The general inability to attempt to do anything but a 
routine job. With rare exceptions today's employees fail 
to see or understand anything that is not spelled out 100 
per cent. (49) 
* * * 
Business knowledge--this area has been lacking in 
industry, therefore the people in this area l ack a great 
deal of knowledge gained from associating with people 
who constantly come into contact with industry. This 
picture seems to be on the decline. 
Skill, with a minimum amount of training; the employees 
rapidly develop the skill to perform the jobs. (125) 
* * * 
The inability of the person to think for himself. (11) 
* * * 
Failure to correctly answer the telephone. (3) 
* * * 
* * * 
Employees lack the initiative to look something up 
or find the answers when they don't know them off-hand. ( 75) 
* * * 
Accuracy in work, dependability, office etiquette, 
and initiative. (2) 
* * * 
Secretary became too assertive; too "bossy" after 
several years of employment. Used the telephone excessively 
for personal calls; lunch matters, etc. Was nervous and 
kept the air electrified at all times. Interrupted con­
versation with business clients to express her opinion. (2) 
* * * 
Our business is one involving specialized knowledge. 
Therefore, we cannot hope to obtain new employees who are 
skilled, and therefore must train them. 
It wouJ.d appear from our experience that most students 
coming out of school have a definite weakness in spelling 
and punctu ation--not a lack of training in business edu­
cation, but in these elemental skills. 
* * * 
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Distribution of the Employer Survey 
In order to show a distribution of the employees in the 
offices of the various employers contacted, the following question 
was asked: "Bow many people are employed in your of'fice?" 
The nwnber of employees in of fices ranged from one to one 
hundred twenty-five. Table V shows the distribution of the 
eJli)loyers surveyed with regard to the number of people employed 
in their offices . 
TABLE V 
NUMBER OF OFFICE EMPLOYEES REPORTED BY EMPLOYERS 
Number of 
Office Employees 
l • • 
2 • • 
3 • • 
4 • • 
5 • • 
1 • • 
8 • • 
10 • • 
11 • • 
12 • • 
23 • . 
25 • • 
27 • • 
30 • . 
49 • . 
50 • • 
52 • • 
75 • • 
125 • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
. • • • 
• • • . 
• • . • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
Nwnber of 
Employers 
• "' 5 
• " 11 
• " 6 
• • 4 
• , 2 
• .. 2 
• c l 
• 6 l 
• . l 
• 6 3 
• .. 2 
• • l 
• � l 
• • 1 
• • l 
• • l 
• • l 
• • l 
• • l 
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Positions of Non-Graduate Employees and Graduates 
In order to determine the positions which the students are 
most likely to hold in the future, the following question, in Part I, 
of the questionnaire sent to graduate and non-graduate employees 
was asked: "What office position do you hold?" 
Thirty-seven non-graduate employees, or 88 per cent, and 
twenty-seven graduates, or 90 per cent, responded with the infor-
mation in Table VI and Table VII. 
Twenty-one, or 56.7 per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
were secretaries.  Five of the thirty-seven, or 13.5 per cent, 
did general office work. Three, or 8 .1 per cent, of the non-
graduate employees failed to designate their positions. Table VI 
shows that the majority of non-graduate employees were secretaries. 
Only two, or 5.4 per cent, were stenographers. 
TABLE VI 
OFFICE POSITIONS HELD BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Office Position 
Secretary 
General Office 
Director of Personnel 
Stenographer 
Personnel Assistant 
Office Manager 
Bookkeeper 
None of these 
Number 
of Non-Graduate 
Office Employees 
21 
5 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
Per Cent 
of Non-Graduate 
Office Employees 
56. 7  
13.5 
5.4 
5.4 
2 .7 
2.7 
2 . 7  
8.1 
Secretarial, stenographic, and general office positions are 
the positions most col11111on among the graduates.  Table VII shows 
that eight graduates, or 29.6 per cent, are secretaries. Four, 
or 14. 3 per cent, are stenographers. General office positions 
ranked third, wi th 11 per cent. Then, in order of  reported 
frequency are : clerk typist, with 7 . 4  per cent; bookkeeper, 
with 7 . 4  per cent; cashier teller, 3. 7  per cent; claim' s steno-
grapher, 3 . 7  per cent; and order taker, J. 7 per cent. Two of the 
graduates, or 7 . I� per cent, did not designate positions held. 
TABLE VII 
OFFICE POSITIONS HELD BY GRADUATES 
Number of 
Graduate 
Office Position Office Employees 
Secretary 8 
Stenographer 4 
General Office 3 
Clerk Typist 2 
Bookkeeper 2 
Cashier Teller 1 
Calculator Operator l 
File Clerk l 
Proof Manager ' s  Assistant l 
Claim' s Stenographer l 
Order Taker l 
None of these 2 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Office Employees 
29.6 
14.8 
11. 
7 . 1.i  
7 . 4  
3.1  
3.7  
3. 1 
3. 7 
3.1  
3.7  
7.4  
Office Machines Used by Graduate and Non-Graduate Employees 
To determine what machines are mo st .frequently used among the 
graduate and non-graduate office employees the following question 
was asked in Part I t  "What machines do you use in this position? 
What is the brand of the machine . Are the typewriters electric or 
manual; pica or elite?" 
Machines included in the survey were the ten-key adding and 
listing machines, full-keyboard adding machines, key-driven calcu-
lator and rotary calculator, bookkeeping machines, duplicating 
machines ,  switchboard, transcription ma.chines , and machines added 
by the graduate and non-graduate employees. 
Burroughs and Allen Wales full-keyboard adding machines appear 
to be most used. Nineteen, or 51. 3 per cent, of the non-graduate 
employees used the full-keyboard adding machines . Table VIII 
shows that eight, or 42.1 per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
using the full-keyboard adding machines used the Burroughs. Five, 
or 26. 3  per cent, of the non-graduate employees using the full-
keyboard adding machines used the Nationals. 
TABLE VIII 
BRANDS OF FULL-KEYBOARD ADDING MACHINES 
OPERATED BY NON-GRADUATE EMPIDYEF.S 
Number of Non-Graduate 
Employees Using 
Brand This Machine 
Burroughs 8 
National 5 
Allen Wales 4 
National Cash Register 2 
'l'I'\+ . ... , , 0 
Per Cent 
Non-Graduate 
Employee s  
L.2.1 
26.3 
21. 
10.6 
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Fifteen, or 55. 5  per cent, of the graduate employees used 
the full-keyboard adding machines. Six, or 40 per cent, of the 
graduate employees using the full-keyboard adding machines used 
the Burroughs. Allen Wales and the Victor machines ranked 
second; each with 13. 33 per cent. 
Table IX shows the brands of full-keyboard adding machines 
operated by graduate employees. 
TABLE IX 
BRANDS OF FULL-KEYBOARD ADDING MACHINES 
OPERATED BY GRADUATE EMPLOYEF.S 
Number of Graduate 
Employees Using 
Brand This Machine 
Burroughs 6 
Allen Wales 2 
Victor 2 
National Cash Register 1 
Remington 1 
Smith-Corona 1 
�.archant 1 
R. c.  Allen 1 
Total 15 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Employees 
40. 
13. 33 
13. 33 
6.67 
6.67 
6.67 
6.67 
6.67 
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Adding-Listing Machine s  
Twenty-one , o r  56. 7  p er cent, o r  the non-graduate employee s  
reported using the adding-listing machines. 
The Remington adding-listing machine was used by more 
graduate and non-graduate employees than any other brand. 
Table X shows that six, or 28.56 p er cent, of the non-
graduate employees using the adding-listing machines used the 
Remington. Four, or 19.04 per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
using the adding-listing machines used the Underwood Sundstrand. 
Two, or 9.52 p er cent, used the Monroe .  
Table I shows the brands of adding-listing machines operated 
by non-graduate employees . 
TABLE X 
BRANDS OF ADDING-LISTING MACHINES 
OPERATED BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
NUlllber or Non-Graduate 
Employees Using 
Brand This Machine 
Remington 6 
Underwood-5undstrand 4 
Monroe 2 
Burroughs 2 
General 2 
Victor 2 
National l 
Did not specify brand 2 
Total 21 
Per Cent 
Non-Graduate 
Employee s  
28.56 
19.04 
9.52 
9 .52 
9.52 
9. 52 
4. 76 
9 . 52 
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The Remington, Underwood .. Sundstrand, and Monroe were the 
brands most used by the graduate employees. Sixteen, or 59. 2  per 
cent, of the graduate employees reported using the adding .. listing 
machines.  
Table XI shows the brands of adding-listing machines operated. 
by the graduate employees. 
Two, or 12 . $  per cent, of the graduate employees using the 
adding-listing machines used the Remington. Two, or 12 . 5  per cent, 
of the graduate employees using the adding-listing machines used 
the Underwood-Sundstrand. Two, or 12 . 5  per cent, of the graduate 
employees using the adding-listing machines used the Monroe. 
TABLE XI 
BRANDS OF ADDING-LISTING MACHINES 
OPERATED BY GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Brand 
Remington 
Underwood-Sundstrand 
Monroe 
Marchant 
Corona 
Totalia 
Burroughs 
General 
Did not specify brand 
Number of Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Machine 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
Total 16 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Employees 
12.5 
12.5 
12 • .5 
6. 2.5 
6.25 
6 . 2.5 
6. 2.5 
6.2.5 
31.25 
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Bookkeeping Machines 
Eight, or 21.6 per cent, of the non-graduate employees used 
bookkeeping machines .  The most used bookkeeping machine among 
the non-graduate employees was the Burroughs. 
Table XII shows that four, or 50 per cent, of the non-
graduate employees using bookkeeping machines used the Burroughs. 
One, or 12.45 per cent, used the National Cash Register. Other 
brands used were National, Underwood-Elliott, and one non-graduate 
employee did not specify the brand. 
Table XII shows the brands of bookkeeping machines operated 
by non-graduate employees. 
TABLE XII 
BRANDS OF BOOKKEEPING MACHINES 
OPERATED BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Non-Graduate 
Employees Using 
Brand This Machine 
Burroughs 4 
National Cash Register 1 
National 1 
Underwood-Elliott 1 
Did not specify brand 1 
Total 8 
Per Cent 
Non-Graduate 
Employees 
50. 
12 .45 
12.45 
12.45 
12. 45 
Three, or 11. l  per cent, of the graduate employees reported 
using bookkeeping machines. 
Only two , or 67 per cent, of the graduate employees using 
bookkeep ing machines used the National Cash Register brand. 
Table XIII shows the brands of bookkeeping machines used by the 
graduate employees. 
TABLE XIII 
BRANDS OF BOOKKEEPDJG MACHINES 
OPERATED BY GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Graduate 
Employees Using 
Brand This Machine 
National Cash Register 2 
Inter. Busine ss Machine 1 
Total 3 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Employees 
67. 
33. 
Duplicating Machines 
The A .  B. Dick mimeograph duplicating machine appears to be 
the most used of the duplicating machines mentioned by the 
graduate and non-graduate employees. Twenty-four, or 64. 8  per 
cent of the non-graduate employees used duplicating machines .  
Table X IV  shows the brands o f  duplicating machines used by 
the non-graduate employees. Five , or 33.33 per cent, of the non­
graduate employees using duplicating machines used the A .  B. Dick. 
Four, or 26.66 per cent, of the non-graduate employees using 
duplicating machines used the Standard. 
Nine, or 24.32 per cent, of the non-graduate employees used 
the spirit process duplicator. Three, or 33.33 per cent, of the 
non-graduate employees using duplicating machines used the Standard 
Gornet spirit process duplicator. Two , or 22.22 per cent, of the 
non-graduate employees using spirit process duplicators used the 
Ditto. 
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Table XIV shows the brands of duplicating machines operated 
by non-graduate employees. 
TABLE XIV 
BRANDS OF DUPLICATING MACHINES 
OPERATED BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Non-Graduate Per Cent 
Employees Using Non-Graduate 
Brand This Ma.chine Employees 
A. B. Dick 5 33.33 
Standard 4 26.66 
Rex Rotary 2 15 • .33 
Did not specify brand 4 26.66 
Total 15 
Sl,?irit Process 
Standard Cornet 3 33. 33 
Ditto 2 22.22  
A .  B .  Dick 1 ll. 11 
Heyer 1 11.11 
Did not specify brand 2 22. 22 
Total 9 
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Sixteen, or 59. 2  per cent, of the graduate employees used 
the duplicating machine . Table XV shows the brands of duplicating 
machines used by the graduate employees. 
Four, or 33. 33 p er c ent, of the graduate employees using 
duplicating machines used the A. B.  Dick. Then, in order of reported 
fr€quency are ; Rex Rotary, with 8 . 33 per cent; Speed-0-Print, 
with 8.33 per cent; and Standard, with 8.33 per cent. 
Four, or 14. 8  per cent, of the graduate employees used the 
spirit process duplicator. Two, or 50 per cent, of the graduate 
employees using spirit proce ss duplicators used the Ditto . 
TABIE XV 
BRANDS OF DUPLICATING YlACHINES 
OPERATED BY GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Graduate Per Cent 
Employee s  Using of Graduate 
Brand This Machine Employees 
A. B. Dick 4 33 • .33 
Rex Rotary l 8. 33 
Speed-0-Print 1 8.33 
Standard 1 a.33 
Geatetner l a.33 
Did not specify brand 4 33. 33 
Total 12 
SI?iri t Process 
Ditto 2 .50. 
Standard Cornet 1 25. 
Did not specify brand 1 25. 
Total 4 
Copying Machines 
An analysis of the survey reveals that the Photocopy is 
used more than any other brand of copy machine. Ten, or 28.02 
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per cent, of the non-graduate en;>loyees reported using the copy­
ing machines. Table XVI reveals that four, or 40 per cent, of 
the non-graduate employees using copying ma.chines used the 
Photocopy. Three, or thirty per cent, of the non-graduate 
employees using copy machines used the Thermo Fax. 
Table XVI shows the copying machines used by non-graduate 
employees. 
Brand 
Photocopy 
Thermo Fax 
Kodak Verifax 
Mu1tilith 
Apeco 
TABLE XVI 
BRANDS CF COPYING MACHINES 
OPERATED BY NON...CRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Non-Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Machine 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
Total 10 
Per Cent 
"Mon-G rad.uate 
Employees 
40. 
30. 
10. 
10. 
10. 
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Nine, or 33. 33 per cent, of the graduate employees reported 
using the copying machines.  Table XVII shows that 22. 22 per cent 
of the graduate employees using copying machines used the 
Photocopy. Two, or 22.22 per cent, of the graduate employees 
using the copying machines used the Speed-0-Print . 
Table XVII shows the brands of copying machines  used by 
the graduate employees. 
TABLE XVII 
BRANDS OF COPYING MACHINF.S 
OPERATED BY GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Brand 
Photocopy 
Speed-0-Print 
Kodak Verifax 
Thermo Fax 
Did not specify brand 
Number of Graduate 
Employees U sing 
This Machine 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
Total 9 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Employees 
22. 22 
22. 22 
22.22 
22 .22 
11.ll 
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Calculators 
Two types of calculators were included in the survey: key-
driven and crank-driven calculators. 
Seventeen, or 45.9 per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
used the calculators. Eight, or 100 per cent, of the non-graduate 
employees using the crank-driven calculator used the Marchant. 
Three, or 33. 3 per cent, of the non-graduate employees using 
key-driven calculators used the Burroughs. Three, or 33.33 per 
cent, of the non-graduate employees using key-driven calculators 
used the Marchant. 
Table XVIII shows the brands of calculators used by the non-
graduate employees. 
TABLE XVIII 
BRANDS OF CALCULATORS 
OPERATED BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEE'S 
Number of Non-Graduate Per Cent 
Employees Using Non-Cradua.te 
Brand This Machine Employees 
Crank-Driven 
Marchant 8 100. 
!!z-Driven 
Burroughs 3 33.3 
Marchant 3 33.3 
Comptometer 1 ll.1 
Victor 1 ll.l 
Monroe 1 n.1 
Total 9 
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Nine, or 33. 33 per cent, of the graduate employees used the 
crank-driven calculator. Twelve, or 44.4  per cent, of the graduate 
employees used the key-driven calculator. 
Table XIX shows that six, or 66.6 per cent, of the graduate 
employees using crank driven calculators used the Marchant. Two, 
or 22.2 per cent, of the graduate employees using crank-driven 
calculators used the Monroe . 
Six, or SO per cent, of the graduate employees using key-
driven calculators used the Comptometer. Four, or 33.3  per cent 
of the graduate enployees used the Burroughs. 
Table XIX shows the brands of calculators used by the gradu-
ate employees. 
TABLE XIX 
BRANDS OF CALCULATORS 
OPERATED BY GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Graduate Per Cent 
Employee s  U sing of Graduate 
Brand This Machine Employees 
Crank-Driven 
Marchant 6 66.6 
Monroe 2 22.2  
Inter. Business Machine 1 ll.l 
Total 9 
Key-Driven 
Comptometer 6 so. 
Burroughs 4 33. J  
Marchant 2 16.7 
Total 12 
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Interoffice Conmunication 
Eight, or 21. 6  per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
reported using interoffice communication systems. 
Four, or 50 per cent, of the non-graduate employees using 
interoffice communication systems used the switchboard. Four, 
or 50 per cent, of the non-graduate employees using interoffice 
communication systems did not specify the systems used. 
Table XX shows the interoffice communication systems operated 
by the non-graduate employees. 
System 
Switchboard 
TABLE ll 
INTEROFFICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
OPERATED BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Non-Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Machine 
Did not specify' system used 
4 
4 
Tota.1 8 
Per Cent 
Non-Graduate 
Employees 
50. 
50. 
Eight, or 29.6 per cent, of the graduate employees reported 
using interoffice communication systems. 
Table XII shows the interoffice communication systems operated 
by the graduate employees. Four, or 50 per cent, of the graduate 
employees using interoffice communication systems used the switch-
board. Four, or $0 per cent, of the graduate employees using 
interoffice communication systems reported using the intercommuni-
cation system. 
System Used 
TABLE XXI 
INTEROFFICE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
OPERATED BY GRADUATE EMPLOIEF.S 
Number of Graduate 
Employees U sing 
This Machine 
Switchboard 
Intercommunication System 
4 
4 
Total 8 
Per Cent 
ot Graduate 
Employees 
-
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Transcribing Ma.chines 
From the analysis of the data obtained, the following tran­
scribing machines were used: Gray Audograph, Stenograph, 
Dictaphone and the Stenorette. 
Table llII and Table XXIII show the brands of transcribing 
machines used by the non-graduate and graduate employees. 
Four, or 10.8 per cent of the non-graduate employees used 
transcribing ma.chines.  Five, or 18. 5  per cent of the graduate 
employees used transcribing machines. 
One, or 25 per cent, of the non-graduate employees using 
the transcribing machines used the Gray Audograph. One , or 
25 per cent, of the non-graduate employees using transcribing 
machines used the Stenograph. 
One, or 20 per cent, of the graduate employees using tran­
scribing machines used the Dictaphone. 
TABLE X:XII 
BRANDS OF TRANSCRIBING MACHINES 
OPERATED BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Non-Graduate 
Employees Using 
Brand This Machine 
Gray Audograph l 
Stenograph 1 
Did not specify brand 2 
Brand 
Dictaphone 
Gray Audograph 
Stenorette 
Total 4 
TABLE XX:III 
BRANDS OF TRANSCRIBING MACHINES 
OPERA.TED BY GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Machine 
Did not specify brand 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Total _C) 
Per Cent 
Non-Graduate 
Employees 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Employees 
20. 
20. 
20. 
40. 
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Typewriters 
The two most used typewriters among the non-graduate employees 
are the Royal and the Underwood typewriters . Thirty-seven, or 100 
per cent, of the non-graduate employees used a typewriter. 
Twelve , or 32.4 per cent, of the non-graduate office employees 
using the typewriter used the Royal. Eight, or 21.6  per cent, of 
the non-graduate office employees used the Underwood. Then, in 
order of reported frequency are : IBM, with 18.8 per cent; Smith­
Corona, with 5. 4 per cent; Remington, with 2 . 7  per cent; Olympia, 
with 2.7 per cent; Vari-Typer, with 2 . 7  per cent; and five , or 
13.5 per cent, did not specify brand. 
Table XXIV shows the brands of typewriters operated by 
the non-graduate employees. 
TABLE XXIV 
BRANDS OF TYPEWRITERS 
OPERATED BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Non-Graduate 
Employees Using 
Brand This Machine 
Royal 12 
Underwood 8 
IBM 7 
Smith-Corona 2 
Remington 1 
Olympia 1 
Vari-Typer 1 
Did not specify brand S 
Total 37 
Per Cent 
Non-Graduate 
Employees 
32.4 
21.6 
18. 8  
5.4 
2 . 1  
2.7  
2. 7 
13.5 
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The two most used type1,rriters among the graduate employees 
are the Royal and the Underwood typewriters. Twenty-seven, or 
100 per cent, of the graduate employees reported using a type-
writer. 
Twelve, or 44.1 per cent, of the graduate employees using 
typewriters used the Royal . Five, or 18 . 3  per cent, of the gradu-
ate employees usi.ng t-ypewriters used the Underwood. Then, in order 
of reported frequency are: Rell'lington, with 11.1  per cent; IBM, 
with 11. 1  per cent, Smith�Corona, with 7 . 4  per cent; Olympia, with 
3.7  per cent; and Woodstock, with 3.7 per cent. 
Table I.XV shows the brands of typewriters used by the gradu-
ate employees. 
Brand 
Royal 
Underwood 
Remington 
IBM 
Smith-Corona 
Olympia 
Woodstock 
TABLE I.XV 
BRANDS OF TYPE't,,1RITERS 
OPERATED BY GRADUATE EMPLOYEF..S 
Number of Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Machine 
12 
s 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
Total 27 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Employees 
44.1 
18. 3 
u.1 
ll.l 
7. 4 
3.7 
3.1  
-
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Twenty-eight, or 75.6 per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
designated manual and electric typewrtters. Sixteen, or 57. 14 per 
cent, of the non-graduate employe e s  designating electric or manual 
typewriters used the manual. Twelve, or 42 . 86 per cent, or the 
non-graduate employees designating electric or manual typewriters 
used the electrics. 
Table XXVI shows the distribution of manual and electric type-
writers used by the non-graduate employees. 
Type or Machine 
Manual 
Electric 
TABLE XXVI 
MANUAL AND ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS 
OPERATED BY NON-GRADUATE EMP:OOYEES 
Number of Non-Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Machine 
16 
12 
Total 28 
Per Cent 
Non-Graduate 
Employees 
57 .14 
42 .86 
-
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Twenty-seven, or 100 per cent, of the graduate employees 
reported using manual and electric typewriters. 
Sixteen, or 59.2 per cent, of the graduate employees desig-
nating electric or manual typewriters used the manuals. Eleven, 
or 40.8 per cent, of the graduate employees designating electric 
or manual typewriters used the electrics. 
Table XXVII shows the distribution of manual and electric 
typewriters operated by graduate employees. 
Type of Machine 
Manual 
Electric 
TABLE XXVII 
MANUAL AND ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS 
OPERATED BY GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Machine 
16 
11 
Total 27 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Employees 
59.2 
40. 8  
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Twenty-nine , or 78.1 per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
reported using elite and pica typewriters. 
Twenty-one, or 72.42 per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
designating elite and pica typewriters used the elite type. Eight, 
or 27.58 per cent, of the non-graduate employees designating elite 
and pica typewriters used the p ica type. 
Table XXVIII shows the distribution of elite and pica type-
writers operated by non-graduate employees. 
Type of Machine 
Elite 
Pica 
TABLE XXVIII 
ELITE AND PICA TYPEWRITERS 
OPERATED BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Non-Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Machine 
21 
8 
Total 29 
Per Cent 
Non-Graduate 
Employees 
72.42 
27 . 58 
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Twenty-five, or 92 .5  per cent, of the graduate employees 
reported using elite and pica typewr:tters. 
Sixteen, or 64 per cent, of the graduate employees desig-
nating elite and pica typewriters used the elite type. Nine, 
or .36 per cent, of the graduate employees designating elite 
and pica typewriters used the pica type.  
Table XX IX  shows the distribution of elite and pica type-
writers operated by graduate employees. 
Type of Machine 
Elite 
Pica 
TABLE XXIX 
ELITE A�ID PICA TYPEWRITERS 
OPERATED BY GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Number of Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Machine 
16 
9 
Total 25 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Employees 
64. 
.36. 
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Skills Most Used by Non-Graduate Employees 
The skills most used by the non-graduate employees are 
filing , using the telephone, typing office forms and taking 
dictation. 
Twenty-nine, or 78.3  per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
designated filing as the most used skill. Twenty-six, or 70.2 per 
cent, of the non-graduate employees designated using the tele-
phone as the most used skill. 
Table XX:X shows the skills most used by the non-graduate 
employees. 
TABLE XX:X 
SKILLS MOST USED BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Skill 
Number of Non-Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Skill 
Filing 29 
Telephone 26 
Typing Office Forms 24 
Dictation and Transcription 22 
Duplicating 16 
Receptionist 16 
Bookkeeping 13 
Use of Adding Ma.chine 1 
Writing Letters J 
Window Teller 1 
Insurance Recording 1 
Personnel Record.er 1 
Payroll Computation 1 
Employment Testing 1 
Using Window Posting Machine 1 
Meeting and Talking with People l 
Intercommunication System l 
Per Cent 
Non-Graduate 
Employees 
78. J 
10. 2 
64. 8 
59.4 
43. 2 
4J.2 
J5.l 
18. 9 
8.1 
2.7 
2. 1 
2. 7  
2.7 
2. 7 
2.1 
2.1 
2. 7 
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Skills Least U sed by Non-Graduate Employees 
Fifteen, or 40. S per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
designated using the adding mac�ine as the least used skill . 
Fifteen, or 40.S  per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
designated bookkeeping as the least used skill. Then, in order 
of reported frequency, are : receptionist, with 35.1 per cent; 
duplicating, with 24. 3 per cent; dictation and transcrip tion, 
with 21.6 per cent. 
Table XXXI shows the skills least used by the non-graduate 
employees. 
TABLE XX.XI 
SKILIS LE�ST USED BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Skill 
Use of Adding Machine 
Bookkeeping 
Receptionist 
Duplicating 
Number of Non-Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Skill Least 
15 
15 
13 
Dictation and Transcription 
Telephone 
9 
8 
6 
5 
4 
1 
1 
Typing Office Forms 
Filing 
Management 
Handling the Mail 
Per Cent 
Non-Graduate 
Employees 
40.5 
40.5 
35.1 
24. 3 
21.6 
16. 2  
13.5 
lo. a  
2 . 7  
2.7 
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Skills Most Used by Graduate Employees 
The skills most used by the graduate employees are filing, 
using the telephone, typing office forms , and taking dictation. 
Twenty-one, or 11.1  per cent, or the graduate employees 
designated .tiling as the most used skill. Nineteen, or 70. 3  per 
cent, of the graduate employees designated using the telephone 
as the most used skill. 
Table :X:XXII shows the skills most used by the graduate 
employees .  
TABLE X:XXII 
SKILLS MOST USED BY GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Skill 
Filing 
Telephone 
Number of Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Skill 
Typing Office Form.s 
Dictation and Transcription 
Receptionist 
21 
19 
14 
13 
9 
8 Bookkeeping 
Duplicating 
Use of Adding Machine 
Switchboard 
Window Teller 
Working with People 
Management 
Salesmanship 
3 
3 
2 
l 
l 
l 
1 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Employees 
11.1 
10. 3 
.51. 8 
48.1 
33. 3  
29.6 
ll. l  
11 . 1  
7.4 
J.7 
J.7 
J.7 
3.7  
6� 
Skills Least Used by Graduate Employees 
Twelve, or 4h.4 per cent, of the graduate employees desienated 
using the adding machine as the least used skill. Twelve, or 44.4 
per cent, of the graduate employees designated duplicating as the 
least used skill. Twelve, or 44.4 per cent, of the graduate 
en;>loyees desi�nated receptionist ' s  skills as the least used. 
Table XXXIII shows the skills least used by the graduate 
employees. 
TABLE XXXIII 
SKILLS LEAST USED BY GRADUATE EMPIDYEES 
Skill 
Use of Adding Machine 
Duplicating 
Receptionist 
Typing Office Forms 
Bookkeeping 
Number of Graduate 
Employees Using 
This Skill Least 
12 
12 
12 
Dictation and Transcription 
Filing 
8 
7 
7 
6 
6 Telephone 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Employees 
44.4 
44. 4  
44.4 
29.6 
25. 9 
25.9 
22 . 2 
22.2 
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Skills Recommended in an Office Practice Course 
Thirty-three, or 89. l per cent, of the non-graduate employees 
considered business letter writing essential in the content of an 
office practice course. Thirty-one, or 83.7 per cent, of the non­
graduate employees considered using the telephone essential as a 
unit in office practice. Then, in order of reported frequency are : 
good grooming, with 81 per cent; office machines, 'Wi th 81 per cent; 
grammar, with 78. 3  per cent; and punctuation, with 78. 3  per cent. 
Table XXIIV shows the skills recollllended in the content of 
an office practice course by the non-graduate employees. 
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TABLE XXXIV 
SKILLS RECOMMENDED IN AN OFFICE PRACTICE COURSE 
BY NON-GRADUATE EMPLOYEES 
Skill 
Number of 
Non-Graduate Employees 
Recommending Skill 
Business Letter Writing 
Using the Telephone 
Good Grooming 
Office Machines 
Grammar 
Punctuation 
Receptionist ' s  Training 
Filing 
Duplicating 
Applying for the Job 
Handling the Mail 
Spelling 
Penmanship 
Shorthand 
Etiquette 
Ability to Use Dictionary 
Making Change 
Arithmetic Fundamentals 
Payroll Computation 
Switchboard and Inter-
comnrunication Systems 
33 
31 
30 
30 
29 
29 
28 
28 
22 
22 
22 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Per Cent 
Non-Graduate 
Employees 
89.1 
83.7  
81. 
81. 
78. J  
78. J  
75.6  
75.6 
59. 4  
59.4 
59.4 
10. 8  
B .1  
5. J-1-
2 . 1 
2 .1 
2.7 
2 .7  
2.1  
2. 7  
Skills Recommended in an Office Practice Course 
by Graduate Employees 
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Twenty-two, or 81.4  per cent, of the graduate employees 
considered office ma.chine instruction essential in the c ontent 
of an office practice course . Twenty-one, or 77. 7  per cent, of 
the graduate employee s  considered business letter writing advis­
able as a unit in office practice . Twenty-one , or 77 . 7  per cent, 
of the graduate employees considered using the telephone es sential 
as a unlt of instruction. 
Table :XXXV shows the skills recommended in the content of 
an office practice course by the graduate employee s .  
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TABLE U:X.V 
SKILLS RECOMMENDED IN AN OFFICE PRACTICE COURSE 
BY GRADUATE EMPLOIEES 
Skill 
Number of 
Graduate Employees 
Recommending Skil1 
Office MacM.nes 
Business Letter Writing 
Using the Telephone 
Duplicating 
Filing 
Punctuation 
Grammar 
Applying for the Job 
Receptionist Training 
Good Grooming 
Handling the Mail 
Ability to go Ahead with Work 
Transcription on Typewriter 
Personality Development 
Abbreviations 
Etiquette 
Ability to Work with Others 
Spelling 
Penmanship 
Business Terms 
22 
21 
21 
20 
20 
18 
18 
17 
15 
15 
ll 
3 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Per Cent 
of Graduate 
Employees 
81.4 
11. 1  
11 . 1  
74.0 
74. o 
66.6 
66.6 
62. 9  
55. 5 
55. 5  
40. 7 
11.l 
3. 7  
3.7 
3. 1 
3. 1 
3. 1 
3. 7 
3. 1 
3.1  
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The basic purpose of this study was to determine the content 
of the course in office practice for the Business Education Depart­
ment at Cumberland High School, with respect to the equipment to 
be used, and the activities to be involved in this class. 
The business employers want the business departments to do 
an intelligent job of guiding and training the students so that 
they may come out of high school equipped with such specialized 
skills as shorthand, typewriting, and office machines. They want 
students who can compose letters; perform arithmetic calculations, 
have the proper attitudes and the desired character traits. In 
short, the employers want the students to be trained in the special­
ized skills and fundamentals which are necessary for initial employ­
ment with their organizations. 
In Table XXXIV and Table rJJ:ll the non-graduate and graduate 
employees designated practices and procedures which they felt 
should be included in an office practice course. Good grooming, 
using the telephone, business letter writing, and filing were con­
sidered essential in the content of the office practice class. These 
fundamental skills and procedures are in general agreement with the 
ones mentioned by the employers. 
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From an analysis of the survey in Chapter VI, the following 
units of instruction are reco?llillended : typing office forms, office 
machines, units on arithmetic fundamentals, spelling, grammar, and 
punctuation. These tundam.entaJ.s and specialized skills are neces-
sary if the students •  needs are to be met. 
Units on office practices and procedures should be included 
in the content of instruction. Ma.ey of the criticisms of the 
employers could be alleviated in these units .  The content of these 
units would consist of the following : office etiquette, telephone 
usage, inter-communication, filing, handling the mail, receptionist ' s  
training, payroll computation, development of desirable work habits 
and personal characteristics, making change, and good grooming. 
COURSE OBJECTIVES 
In consideration of the stated needs of the employers, the 
graduates, and the non-graduate employees, the following obj ectives 
appear to meet best the needs of the s tudents enrolled in the class. 1 
l. To :improve and coordinate the office skills learned 
in other courses. 
2. To improve, when necessary, previously acquired skills 
in the fundamental processes such as handwriting, English 
spelling, and arithmetic. 
J. To understand the organization and flow of work of 
the business office. 
1. Douglas, loc. cit . , pp . 270-271. 
4. To develop techniques for work simplification 
in the office .  
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5. To become familiar with the latest office equipment, 
machines, and supplies. 
6. To develop skill in filing . 
7 .  To develop skill in the typing of business papers 
and forms. 
8.  To develop employable skill in machine transcription. 
9.  To develop proofreading skill. 
10. To develop skill in the use of machines commonly 
found in the business office. 
ll. To develop skill in mailing routines and techniques .  
12. T o  develop in students a sense of responsibility for 
the completion of office jobs without close supervision. 
13. To develop those personal traits and work habits 
needed in the business office. 
The second part of this paper is concerned with the equip-
ment to be used in the clas s .  In Chapter VI several factors 
were mentioned which should be considered at this time. 
What are the needs of the students with respect to office 
equipment? From an analysis of Table s VI and VII, the majority 
of graduates, or 29.6 per cent, are secretaries ,  while 14. 8 per 
c ent are stenographers .  Of the thirty-seven office employees who 
designated positions held, 56. 7  per cent indicated they were 
secretaries, and 13. 5  per cent indicated they held general office 
positions. 
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From this information, we can reasonably assume that emphasis 
should be placed on secretarial training, but clerical training 
should be included for tho se students who do not plan to become 
secretaries and stenographers. 
Tables VIII to X:X:X give an analysis of the brands and type s  
o f  machines used by the non-graduate and graduate employees. 
Most Used Equipment 
Full-Keyboard Adding Ma.chine : Burroughs 
Adding-Listing Machine : Remington 
Bookkeeping Ma.chine z Burroughs 
Duplicating Machine : 
Mimeograph: A. B. Dick 
Spirit Process:  Ditto or Standard Comet 
Copying Ma.chine : Photocopy 
Calculators : 
Cra,n_lc-Driven: Marchant 
Key-Driven: Comptometer, Burroughs, or :Marchant 
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SUMMARY 
The content of the office practice class will constantly 
keep changing . If the needs of the students are met, it will be 
necessary for the teacher to keep up or keep abreast in the field 
o f  business and business education, new equipment, and procedures 
used in business. 
A program that does not meet the needs of the students is 
as bad as "no program at all . "  The needs of the employers are 
important and should be considered, because the needs of the 
employers are the needs of the students .  Meeting these needs 
of the students should be the main concern of the teacher, the 
business department, and the school. 
Dear Mr. 
APPENDIX A 
Copy of Letter Mailed to Employer 
Toledo, Illinois 
June 4, 1960 
A questionnaire is enclosed for a study that I am 
conducting at Eastern Illinois University in Business 
Education, under the supervision of Dr. James Giffin, 
Head of the Business Department. 
The purposes of this study are to determine (1) 
what skills are necessary for employment in an office, 
and (2 )  weakne s ses of office employees. 
Since your busines s  is a prominent one, and has 
employed applicants from this area, we feel that your 
opinions will be of great assistance in this report. 
Your consideration in filling out the questionnaire 
will be greatly appreciated. 
A self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed 
for your convenience in returning the questionnaire to 
me by June 14. 
Sincerely, 
(Mrs. ) Lucille Buchanan 
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APPENDIX B 
Copy of the Employers •  Questionnaire 
PART I 
Directions : Please answer every item that applie s to your 
organization. 
1. Check your main criticisms of those whom you have employed 
in office positions with your organization since January-, 1956. 
Serious Common 
Weaknesses Weaknesses 
Arithmetic ( ) ( ) 
Carelessness ( ) ( ) 
Composing letters ( ) ( ) 
Concentration ( ) ( ) 
Dependability ( ) ( ) 
Experience ( ) ( ) 
Initiative ( ) ( ) 
Interest in work ( ) ( ) 
Judgment ( ) ( ) 
Marriage ( ) ( ) 
Office etiquette ( ( ) ' ' 
Penmanship ( ) ( ) 
Punctuation ( ( ) 
Resourcefulness ( ' ( ) l I 
Responsibility ( ( ) \ 
Shorthand ( ) ( ) 
Spelling { ) { ) ' 
Page 2 
2.  Rank the skills in 1, 2,  3 order of importance which 
your organization desires in an employee. 
Dictation and transcription ( 
Bookkeeping ( 
Typing office forms ( 
Duplicating ( 
Filing ( 
Use of the Calculator and 
Adding Machine ( 
Use of the telephone ( 
Receptionist ( 
3 .  'What is your main criticism from the stand point of 
business knowledge and skill? 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
4. How many people are employed in your office?  
-
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APPENDIX C 
Copy of Letter Mailed to Non-Graduate and Graduate Employees 
Dear Alumnus : 
Toledo, Illinois 
June 4, 1960 
A questionnaire is enclosed for a study that I am 
conducting at Eastern Illinois University in Business 
Education, the results of which will also be used to 
:i.JTiprove the training of students at Cumberland, who 
are enrolled in my office practice class and advanced 
shorthand class.  
Since you have been employed in an office ,  and are 
a Cumberland graduate, your opinions will be of great 
assistance to me in this study. 
Your helpfulness in filling out the questionnaire 
and returning it to me by June 14, will be sincerely 
appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
(Mrs. ) Lucille Buchanan 
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Copy of Non-Graduate and Graduate Employees ' Questionnaire 
PART I 
Directions : Please check every item that applies to your present 
office position. If not presently employed, your 
last office position held. 
1. Check the office po sition which you hold or held. 
( ) Stenographer ( ) File Clerk 
( ) Secretary ( ) Calculator Operator 
( ) Receptionist ( ) Cashier 
( ) General Clerk ( ) Bookkeeper 
( ) None of these : 
2.  Check the machines used in this po sition. 
Make 
Adding-Listing Machines 
10-Key ( ) 
Full-Key ( ) 
Bookkeeping Machine ( ) 
Duplicating Machine 
Spirit Process ( ) 
Mimeograph ( ) 
Photocopy ( ) 
Crank-driven Calculator 
Monroe ( ) 
Marchant ( ) 
Friden ( ) 
1. 
Key-Driven Calculator 
Burroughs 
Col!lptom.eter 
Switchboard 
Transcription Machine 
Typewriter 
Elite 
Pica 
Electric 
Manual 
Page 2. 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
PART II 
Check the office skills used in this position. 
Most Used 
Dictation and transcription --i- -r  
Typing office forms ( ) 
Filing ( ) 
Duplicating ( ) 
Use of Calculator ( ) 
Bookkeeping ( ) 
Receptionist ( ) 
Using the telephone ( ) 
( ) 
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Make 
Least Used 
( r-
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Page 3 78 
2.  Check the abilities needed in this position which you did not 
have when taking this position. 
Typing ( ) Spelling ( ) 
Business Letter Writing ( ) Shorthand ( ) 
Arithmetic Fundamentals ( ) Penmanship ( ) 
Business Procedures ( ) Bookkeeping ( ) 
Office Ma.chines ( ) ( ) 
3. Check the skills which you think should be taught in an office 
practice course. 
( ) Filing ( ) Handling the Mail 
( ) Duplicating ( ) Grammar 
( ) Good Grooming ( ) Punctuation 
( ) Business Letter Writing ( ) Receptionist 
( ) Applying for the Job ( ) 
( ) Using the Telephone ( ) 
( ) Office Machines ( ) 
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